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Bjorn Clegane

Bjorn Clegane is an NPC controlled by GM SirSkully and GM Jack Pine who appears in YSS Shiroyama.

Bjorn Clegane
Species & Gender Male half-ID-SOL

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Head of terra_multa's Yamatai Security Agency Division

Rank: Head of Security
Current Placement: YSS Shiroyama

Character Description

If you got the muscle density of a full-blooded SOL and squeezed it down into the body of a 6'6“ man
then you get Officer Clegane, the man is built like a castle with muscles bulging out from underneath
most uniforms he wears and able to make a lot of the assigned gear seem small on his frame - to even
further reinforce his heritage and the stereotype that goes with it he has a lightly tanned, square jaw
often covered in thin stubble, a nose that has clearly been broken a few times, bright green eyes and a
head of short-cropped, black hair. Bjorn is always rearing for a good fight and is even known to
sometimes bend his baton out of pure anticipation but despite this he follows every law and stature to
the letter, usually his sheer presence and demeanour are enough to deter most wrongdoers.

History & Relationships

Bjorn was conceived of an ID-SOL Father and a Geshrin Mother in late YE 14 on an independant space
station during his Mother's shore leave from the SAOY only to be born towards the end of that shore
leave, he followed his mother into service once of-age and found his way into Yamatai's security agency
due to the stories of his Father's law-enforcement days - now the head of security on an agricultural
world on the front lines Officer Clegane is ready and waiting to help keep the local population in line.

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by SirSkully on 2019/01/22 06:55.

(Put art credits if applicable)

Character Data
Character Name Bjorn Clegane
Character Owner SirSkully
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
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